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ERGOCENTRIC® ANNOUNCES EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIP FOR                                      

AFFORDABLE HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TABLES.  

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada – October 20, 2015 - TiMOTION, the designer and manufacturer of high-quality 

linear actuators and integrated control systems, has selected ergoCentric Seating Systems (ergoCentric®), an 

ergonomic seating systems manufacturer with over twenty-five years of experience in providing superior 

ergonomic solutions, as its exclusive Canadian partner for height adjustable tables.  

The upCentric™ brand of height adjustable table utilizes TiMOTIONS’s actuator and control box technologies, 

allowing the upCentric table to be easily raised and lowered and provides quiet and smooth movement. It is 

the first product in a series of tables and desking systems ergoCentric will produce using TiMOTION’s 

actuators.   

“We’re thrilled to work with a partner like TiMOTION whose technology is based on many years of experience,” 

says Terry Cassaday, owner of ergoCentric. “The demand for height adjustable work surfaces continues to 

grow and we’re pleased to provide our customers with the upCentric, a durable, low-cost and easy-to-install 

solution, as a complement to our ergonomic seating systems.” 

The upCentric is available in 2-leg and 3-leg versions and features an easy-to-use up/down electronic push-

button control with up to four saved heights.  

The upCentric height adjustable table frame accommodates a variety of different tabletop sizes allowing users 

to economically convert existing work surfaces into sit-to-stand solutions. It can support single and dual 

display monitor applications and customers have complete customization of the tabletop finish from wood 

veneer and laminates or can opt to supply their own tabletop. 

“ergoCentric’s reputation for providing high-quality products and service is the reason we chose them as our 

exclusive partner in Canada,” explains Steve Buck, Sales Engineer at TiMOTION. “With sales representation and 

a dealer network spanning the country, ergoCentric brings real, measurable value to TiMOTION.” 

The upCentric is available through select dealers in both Canada, the United States or online at 

ergocentricstore.com.  

 

 

 
 

 

http://ergocentric.com/catalogue.asp?id=429
http://www.ergocentricstore.com/


 

 

About ergoCentric Seating Systems 

ergoCentric Seating Systems was founded by Terry Cassaday in 1990. Since then ergoCentric has been dedicated to designing, 
manufacturing and selling modular ergonomic seating solutions for office, specialty and healthcare environments for 
customers such as Apple®, Bell Canada and the Canadian Revenue Agency. Its build-to-order manufacturing system allows 
ergoCentric to fit 100% of the workforce, while its always-in-stock inventory of components allows it to quickly and cost 
effectively assemble and ship seating solutions anywhere in North America and Europe. ergoCentric’s products appeal to a 
broad range of buyers’ including facilities managers, ergonomists, occupational health and safety professionals and interior 
designers. For more information visit ergoCentric.com. 
 

About TiMOTION 

TiMOTION has earned a reputation for reliable, high quality, competitively priced products that satisfy the needs of the 
worldwide medical, furniture, ergonomic, and industrial markets. Our dedicated engineering staff has more than 20 years of 
experience in designing and manufacturing linear actuators and integrated control systems. Our mission is to provide our 
worldwide customers with a wide range of innovative products and exceptional customer service. For more information visit 
timotion.com 
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If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Alison Byrne at 905.696.6800 x.244 or email at 

alison.byrne@ergocentric.com. 
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